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Product Description A book students love, in a more concise format. America has sold more than 1. Effective
storytelling, colorful anecdotes, and biographical sketches make the narrative absorbing and the material more
memorable. I can honestly say I read it cover-to-cover, and found the content to be objective, accurate, and
motivating. Not as boring as other history books - vivid descriptions. By R6barfly on Nov 09, Better than most
history books - keeps my interest somewhat for my history class. There are chapter summaries as well as pre
chapter questions that the book answers throughout the reading. Interesting and informative By Nancy C on
Oct 13, This book was a requirement for a history class, and it turned out to be very informative and
interesting. I have enjoyed learning about American History as a result of this reading Pleasant surprise By
Amazon Customer on Sep 08, I accudently ordered this booking thinking it was the whole book. Luckily it has
still worked fine in my history class. Awesome Book--Reads like a novel! I am contemplating buying this
book, but after reading By D Sparkman on Jan 16, I am contemplating buying this book, but after reading the
reviews, I am confused as to whether it is a one volume complete history of the USA, or the first volume of a
two volume set. This should be clarified totally. Five Stars By Louise on Jul 04, I have enjoyed reading about
our history and how it came t o be. Nice condition By Maria on Jun 21, Is what i need ,an excellent price, and
perfect condition. The book looked basically brand new except for the crease in the spine!! Decent take on
history By Kismet on Mar 04, I enjoyed this book. American history as a whole is filled with books that tell a
very inaccurate story of the American past and try to gloss over our often gruesome and disappointing history.
This book gives true accounts of the things most Americans like to pretend never happened. Five Stars By A. I
enjoyed the feel of the book and I like how the book was written. Good material By Susan on Oct 24, Bought
this for my college age daughter, excellent source for the budget minded individual on a grant or a scholarship.
By Joy on Mar 04, it was clean, no highlighting, no crumpling. Being assigned pages to read is honestly not
even a chore, which is so weird. I feel like the author is someone I would love to have coffee conversations
with. Super awesome that I got it new though! I was impressed and engaged by the flowing narrative, and how
easy it made to read chapters that averaged 45 pages. Broken already not even a month of usage. The book has
great content but the glue from the first pages By Erika on Sep 29, The book has great content but the glue
from the first pages or so came loose. Those pages just fall out now as I get farther into the book. Copeland on
Feb 14, This is a good textbook, but it is not formatted like traditional textbooks. It is much more narrative
driven, which means you will need to actually read the text. It is not the kind of book you can skim through
and glance at key words. But, if you are willing to do the reading, I think you will find this to be an enjoyable
format. It is well written and provides a good survey of US history since The chapter on Reconstruction is in
both volume 1 and volume 2. As of , the Ninth Edition is now available. I am using the book as required
reading material for a college course but I could definitely see a history buff enjoying this read as well. The
book is well written and thorough. I often think more people should pick up a book like this and refresh their
memories on the history of America. Proceed with caution By Jaena G. The book came brand new and looked
very nice. I take very good care of all of my books, and this was no different. But only weeks after using the
book for class large sections of pages began to detach from the binding glue and fall out. I was forced to
remove all of the pages from the binding to keep them safe. I then purchased the book because I could not
return the rental with that amount of damage. I noticed how poor was its binding By Amazon Customer on
Nov 11, The physical part of the book is the problem, not its content. Since I started studying with it, I noticed
how poor was its binding. This volume start with chapter 18, although mine, now starts at chapter 27 as all the
previous pages fall loose I have a folder to keep the pages. Is being really hard to study with the book,
specially for tests as I have to go back and forth on loose pages. Great comprehensive history book - Binding
fell apart after light use. By Rebekka T on Jan 18, Loved the book as mandatory study material for my history
college course, however, the book fell apart after only two months of light use. Easy and Educational Read By
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B. I enjoy history, but most documentation is usually dry, boring, and difficult to read. I liked that the author
of this book made it appealing and enjoyable to read by creating a story, rather than just listing facts. I would
recommend it, even if you are not a fan of history related books. Good book By Whitenoise on Sep 23, I
bought this book for my introduction to history college class. The book came within a weeks time with
literally no damage to it whatsoever. The book is pretty hefty but it organizes all the content in an easy to read
way. The book has bolded important words, historical dates, and people. Pretty much the whole shebang. At
the end of each chapter is a concise chapter summary, a chronology timeline to help you see the events in the
succession they took place in, a key words list, and other tidbits here and there. I found this super helpful to
review my notes and make sure I got all the important information down. Four Stars By Ashley A. Good
concise and unbiased piece of work By J. It is concise, succinct and covers all sides of the political and
economic spectrum with an equal and fair balance. Usually tomes as this both volumes come to over pages in
trying to stay unbiased, tend to be dry and a sure cure for severe insomnia. Quality book, but part is missing. I
have no pages from This is a specific section I needed for my class. Some chapters were printed twice. Very
good book to read and well organized By Giang Vu on Aug 13, Very good book to read and well organized. I
needed it for my American History book and it was an entertaining read. Narrative driven textbook By T.
Used stickers By D. Be careful who you buy it from. Very disappointed in this purchase. By Dave on Jan 03,
Wow- what a great resource! The online features that accompany this book are top notch! Well worth the
money- I highly recommend! Add a Book Review Book Summary: This particular edition is in a Paperback
format. It was published by W. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
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Volume 2 does not start with page 1, but picks up where Vol. I did not go forth and choose to read this book,
as I did with other history overviews and biographies. Instead, I found it on the desk in the tutoring room,
where someone else must have used it and abandoned it. I had no intention of reading it cover to cover. I love
history books! How could I ignore it? As a compromise, I decided to look at the pictures. Then I noticed
something odd, but maybe I was imagining it. I decided to type a list of the pictures. A picture is worth a
thousand words, and 75 pictures times a thousand words is practically its own book. Therefore, I wondered if
the pictorial overview gives a clear or distorted image of what America looks like. According to this Norton
History book, women in America seldom appear in public without a man. And they never, ever, go out in
public with another woman but no man. Did the Taliban edit this book? Or perhaps some well-meaning
Christian organization? In future editions, please be aware that, while men often go out in public together, so
do women. Please reflect that in the pictures you choose to display in your book. Thank you, Sylvia McIvers.
Many have people representing ideas and ideals, not living people. Women are almost never a caricature of a
living person, but ONLY an ideal. Sadly, LJ refuses to print the table. There are more pictures including
horses than there are pictures including Native Americans. Clearly, horses played a larger role in American
History. The Picture Does Not Lie. There are an equal number of pictures of individual women as there are
pictures including horses. Wells, but no photo. Debs, founder of the American Railway Union. He has a page
of text. There is no corresponding picture of Mother Jones, dedicated union advocate, who also has a page of
text â€” including her family! Instead, she is reading to a child. Now I want a picture of Pres. Some people in
the crown might be female, since most of the workers there were women. This would be a nice place for a
group shot of women escaping the fire, or shivering after their escape. Surely such pictures exist? The
well-dressed jazz singer male wears a jacket and tie, while the well-dressed jazz singer wears a dress that
reveals the tops of her breasts and most of her thighs. Did they have color photography during the jazz age? A
young woman and an older man are enthusiastically dancing the Charleston on the cover of Life magazine.
The text on the same page talks about Margaret Sanger, who distributed birth control and went to jail for it.
The one and only place where it is acceptable for women to gather without a man is How modern of Norton to
publish this photo of women! They are so long yet they still count as one book. Let me say this first: It is so
boring in the beginning. Where should I even start? Quotes are great, but they don This is the eighth edition of
America:
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They had wide wheels, curved beds, canvas covers, and we used by many pioneers traveling west. The canal
was considered a marvel of the modern world at the time, allowed western farmers to ship surplus crops to sell
in the North and allowed northern manufacturers to ship finished goods to sell in the West. Morse p Invented
the telegraph which allowed faster communication over longer distances. They were cheaper to hire than
males. They lived in company-owned boardinghouses where older women acted as chaperones who
supervised them both on and off the job, and even escorted to and from church. They had few opportunities to
express their discontentment of their working conditions. Was one example of inhumane labor conditions in
America during the Industrial Revolution. This role model ideal woman is a tender, self-sacrificing caregiver
who provided a nest for her children and a peaceful refuge for her husband. These social customs restricted
women to caring for the house. It was the most popular form of entertainment and it enforced the stigmas of
racism as it contained white performers made up as blacks for blackface minstrel shows. Irish farmers grew
other food items, such as wheat and oats, but Great Britain required them to export those items to them,
leaving nothing for the Irish to live on. As a result, over 1 million Irish died of starvation or disease, while
millions of others migrated to the United States. Officially called the American Party. The new immigrants in
the U. Some feared that the foreigners would outnumber them and eventually overrun the country. This
hostility rekindled the spirit of European religious wars, resulting in clashes between the Protestants and
Catholics. The members refused to indentify themselves and would say they know nothing. They were an
anti-Catholic group, until it subsided and slavery became the focal issue. Immigrants were helping to form the
U. Before the inaugural, dramatic inflation raised the price of cotton and food. New Yorkers protested the food
price increases. The executive order required people buying government land to use gold or silver as opposed
to paper money or credit. Prior to the order, banks lent money to land speculators sparking a crisis. After the
order, inflation increased. Van Buren wanted a consensus and asked for opinions from his advisors and party
leaders. He spent a month collecting opinions while the economy collapsed. The banks suspended payments
because they did not have the gold or silver on hand to make payments. The currency depreciated,
unemployment skyrocketed, and food prices continued to rise. Van Buren did not know what to do. On May
15, he called for a special session of Congress to meet in September. The president needed time to develop
strategy. The federal government had never responded to an economic crisis before. Plus, Van Buren was
deliberative by nature and took time to make decisions. However, people wanted help immediately as opposed
to four months down the road. Despite a brief recovery in , the recession persisted for approximately seven
years. Banks collapsed, businesses failed, prices declined, and thousands of workers lost their jobs. The years
to were, generally speaking, years of deflation in wages and prices, and Van Buren lost his bid for re-election.
The fact was that in the Jasksonian "age of the common man", the top wealth was controlled by only 4 of the
population. THose who started out poor and uneducated rarely mde it to the top. This divide in wealth
separated the haves and the have-nots.
Chapter 4 : AP US History Note Library â€“ ishmam ahmed
America: A Narrative History is a well written book that is exceptionally easy to follow. The writers display a high level of
knowledge as befits their high ranking status at Chaple Hill and Furman University.
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Chapter 7 : America: A Narrative History by George Brown Tindall
America: A Narrative History (Ninth Edition) Tindall/Shi. Chapter 18 - Big Business and Organized Labor. I. The rise of
big business. The American Federation of.

Chapter 8 : America: A Narrative History (Brief Ninth Edition) by George Brown Tindall
AP US History Note Library These notes are based on the 7th edition of America: A Narrative History by George Brown
Tindall and David E. Shi. I compiled them while taking AP US History in and hope they can help others with the material.
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Norton Ebooks. The ebook version America: A Narrative History, 8e offers the full content of the print version at half the
price.. Norton Ebooks.
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